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CONTEXT

Vision
To be a sustainable college contributing towards a sustainable world.

College Strategic Plan
Our sustainability strategy has been developed in response to a number of changing factors in
our wider world. The most significant recent external events relating to sustainability have been
COP21 (Conference of Parties 21), where 190 countries committed to each setting out plans to
tackle climate change under a UN framework.
This strategy is in support of the College’s signing of the AoC Green Commitment and aim of
improving sustainability through our work mapped to the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG’s) and reducing our carbon footprint.
It supports the College’s Strategic Plan which includes a commitment to harness the College’s
responsibility to promoting and sustaining the best possible learning opportunities for its students
and wider society and specifically supports the objectives as set out in the College’s
Sustainability Policy.
It is important that the College clearly demonstrates its commitment and support for social
responsibility, environmental sustainability and carbon emissions reduction to its students, staff
and to the wider community. The Sustainability Strategy is an overarching document which sets
our Vision and Approach, and:
•
•
•
•

Sets out a framework of our three themes and commitments as related to the AOC Green
Commitment
Defines our short, medium and long-term aims
Outlines our methodology for reporting on progress
Signposts to relatable documentation
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College Commitments to
Sustainability:
Lindsey Stewart, Acting Principal:
“At Solihull College & University Centre and
Stratford-upon-Avon College we recognise
the importance of reducing our impact on the
environment
and
have
implemented
initiatives in support of environmental
improvement and sustainable development.
We acknowledge our responsibilities in
protecting the environment at all levels and
continue to develop a sustainability policy
which commits us to making real and
impactful changes in the way we run.”
“In recent months with the appointment of
our Sustainability Officer and ever-growing
green champions network, we are already
seeing changes taking place that hint
towards a greener future for our College. It
will be our continued intention to improve our
approach to ensuring we do the very best we
can for the future, our college, and our wider
environment.”
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Net Zero Commitment
We want to show leadership in support of the Government’s national ambitions for achieving net
zero carbon in the UK by 2050 and have signed up to the West Midlands net zero pledge with a
target to achieve scope 1 and 2 net zero by 2030 and scope 3 by 2050, in line with the AOC green
commitment. Our pledge commitment will help to reduce the carbon emissions generated by our
organisation and will contribute to the regional target.
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FE Commitment
•

As part of the “Code of Good governance” release by the AOC - Core principles of good
governance point 8: The board may consider:
o 8.7.1. Adopting the FE Climate Action Roadmap and agreeing within its strategy which
national or international standards it will adopt.
o 8.7.2. Setting clear ambitious carbon reduction targets deriving from commercial
activities and collaborating with FE/HE partners and other local and national
stakeholders.
o 8.7.3. Establishing a cross-college sustainability committee chaired by a senior
executive that reports to Governors.
o 8.7.4. Commissioning and approving a coherent curriculum plan for environmental
sustainability tackling the climate change and carbon reduction in consultation with
students.

•

Following the release of the “AOC Green College Commitment”, it is clear that everyone
has a role to play in delivering on the net zero targets. Colleges are uniquely placed at the
heart of communities to support a fair transition to a green economy for people and
employers. They will be split into three sections, in accordance with the Green
Commitment:
o
o
o

Delivering green skills and supporting green jobs
Educating students and communities to build a more sustainable future
Developing net zero campuses and building resilience to environmental change.
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Collaboration – Partnerships
The College has considered the interests and roles of various internal and external stakeholders
during the development of this strategy. We will continue to work with different stakeholder groups
to ensure our vision can be achieved, seeking the views of existing and potential students, staff,
parents and alumni all have a stake in the responsible practices of the College. These stakeholders
are both directly and indirectly linked to our activities and by engaging with the commitments in
this strategy can bring significant benefits to both local and global communities. Our contractors
and suppliers influence the wider supply chain and therefore provide an indirect opportunity to
enhance broader community benefit.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

BEP - South and City (consulting and advice)
Sustainability West Midlands (Consulting and partnerships)
Birmingham Energy Initiative (Project partner)
Birmingham Business Park (Project partner)
Too good to go (Partner on projects and training)
SMBC (Education, energy, love solihull)
GBS LEP (Signposting)
Steamhouse (Signposting)
EBRI - Aston (Training)
BEC (Birmingham Enterprise Community - training and referrals)
Solihull Visioning Group (Member of group)
Solihull Climate Change commission (member representing young people and
education)
WMCA (training and partnerships)
Solihull / GB Chamber (referrals)
Contractors: Waste, water etc..
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Sustainable Development Goals:
The SDGs work in the spirit of partnership and pragmatism to make the right choices now to
improve life, in a sustainable way, for future generations. They provide clear guidelines and targets
for all countries to adopt in accordance with their own priorities and the environmental challenges
of the world at large. The SDGs are an inclusive agenda. They tackle the root causes of poverty
and unite us together to make a positive change for both people and planet. United Nations
Development Programme
•

The College connects to all of these goals on some level and our sustainability reporting
demonstrates we have the potential to be a major contributor to fulfilling these goals by
providing tomorrow’s leaders, managers, scientists and teachers with the knowledge and
cognitive skills to address the challenges of sustainability. We have already begun on this
journey by taking part in the SDG teach in campaign – league table include

o
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OUR VISON AND GOALS
Roadmap
Phase 1 Completed in April 2022

Phase 2 – Taking place from April 2022
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Our Response in AoC Green Commitment
The roadmap is split into three sections, in accordance with the Green Commitment:
A. Delivering green skills and supporting green jobs
B. Educating students and communities to build a more sustainable future
C. Developing net zero campuses and building resilience to environmental change

A. Delivering green skills and supporting green jobs
Key information:
• Modelling from the “Place-based Climate Action Network’s Just Transition Jobs
Tracker” suggests that one in five jobs in the UK require skills that could experience
demand growth (approximately 10% of UK jobs) or reduction (approximately 10%).
People whose skills are no longer in demand will need retraining and upskilling, and
the right careers advice to recognise and use skills they already have differently.
Across the UK there are over 410,000 jobs in low carbon businesses and their supply
chains already. This shift comes at a time when due to mega-trends affecting the labour
market, 9 in 10 people (over 30 million people) will need to be reskilled by 2030.
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The Sustainable Development Goals that Match the College’s Model:
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Current actions:

Example 1:
• IoT - integration of green skills
• Hybrid car manufacturing and maintenance training is underway
• Engineering council prioritises this as a key skill for future
• Sustainable Manufacturing
• Electrification Technical Development
Example 2:
• Built Environment - BREEM framework is implemented throughout curriculum.
Example 3:
• NCFE level 2 Certificate in Understanding Climate Change and Environmental Awareness (SME focus).
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Example 1:
• Careers portal created for all students in navigating sustainable careers.
https://www.solgrid.org.uk/education/support-services/education-for-sustainable-development/sustainable-careers-skills/
Example 2:
• Sustainability fair – 15 businesses attended the college to showcase what they are doing for sustainability to allow staff and
students to understand opportunities in the local area.
Example 3:
• Work experience – there are currently 3 students working with our sustainability officer as well as a student rep green officer,
allowing students to avoid catch-22 situation.
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Example 1:
• SME consulting available under ESF project - Over 30 businesses supported in the last 12 months to upskill, train and engage
workforce as well as green their institutions through the free support offered by Maddie Booth under the business elevator
project
Example 2:
• New ESF funded project – Collaborate to Train aiding SMEs in sustainability across Stratford and Warwickshire
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B. Educating students and communities to build a more sustainable future

The Sustainable Development Goals that Match the College’s Model:

Key information:
A recent study of students by the SOS found that 91% think their place of study should actively
incorporate and promote sustainable development with 84% saying they would like to see
sustainable development actively incorporated and promoted through all courses. A curriculum
audit carried out by the AoC found that less than 1% of post-16 enrolments are on a course with
a broad coverage of ESD (Education for Sustainable Development).
1. Training teaching staff in climate responsibility and sustainability with support for
them to incorporate education for sustainable development in the curriculum
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Example 1:
• PPD integration – level 1 course has been created and is part of entry-level students PPD
Example 2:
• Whole College Developmental workshops – 3 sessions have been held for staff members
to upskill their knowledge:
o Biodiversity – outdoor session renovating college grounds
o Curriculum – how to embed sustainability into the curriculum
o Sustainability 101 – an introduction to sustainability and its practices
Example 3:
• Carbon literacy training – Sustainability officer has been fully trained to provide carbon
literacy training, the 62 green champions network will be trained in 2022 so that they are
able to pass on this training to their departments and peers
Example 4:
• CMT targets – each department is responsible for one target to improve the sustainability
of their area, these are renewed and evidenced every year
• Soon to be: In the new year we will be implementing IHASCO, EDUCARE sustainability/
climate change courses as part of tutorial and induction for all staff and students
2. Collaborating with community organisations, local authorities, and businesses to
drive sustainability and biodiversity
Example 1:
• In 2022, every staff member will be given one volunteer day to reach out into the local
community and engage in topics of sustainability: social, environmental, or economic
Example 2:
• We have achieved our level 1 and level 2 greener schools award from SMBC and are
working towards our level 3 – we have been given Birmingham Energy Initiative as our
sponsor
Example 3:
• Sustainability officer sits on the Solihull Climate Change Commission in the position of
‘representative for young people’s voices and education’
Example 4:
• Providing student opportunities for wider engagement with businesses through projects
such as the Birmingham Business Park Eco-Sculpture project and Change Agents
Sustainability Workshops
Example 5:
• Ensuring we make partners aware of what we are doing for sustainability https://www.solihull.ac.uk/sustainability/
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C. Developing net zero campuses and building resilience to environmental
change

The Sustainable Development Goals that Match the College’s Model:

Key information:
As a college, we have a requirement to be ‘net zero’ by 2030 for scope 1 and 2 and 2050 for
scope 3.
Example 1:
• Publishing carbon data – all on website link to in annex
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Example 2:
• Implementing renewable energy sources – Heat Exchange network with SMBC to reduce
reliance on fossil fuels
Example 3:
• Meeting or exceeding low waste targets – we have achieved 0% to landfill. We have also
changed over contractors to B&M who provide termly environmental targets and feedback
Example 4:
• Fostering campuses that are richly biodiverse – We have completed a pond regeneration
project, and have a project in place for the new year to plant 900 trees across campus
Example 5:
• Supporting students and staff to travel to colleges in a low carbon way – We have received
a green travel grant of £5k to support this, and we have run 8 Dr Bike sessions
Example 6:
• Reducing water use – We have just signed up to switch our urinals to HSG which will
provide a saving of £4000 a year in water bill costs (urinals flush 4 times a day rather than
20)
Example 7:
• BMS assessment – in 2022 we will completing an entire assessment of our heat
management system to allow for usage reduction, we have already begun this with a
pathfinder assessment with Birmingham Energy Initiative to assess our usage
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REVIEW PROCESS
Monitoring against this strategy will take place annually and published through the annual
sustainability report by staff and governing body. Things change – this strategic plan will be
reviewed and amended in line with changes to the University Strategic Plan, the Climate
Emergency agenda and our ability to achieve net carbon neutrality.
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ANNEX
-

Policy environmental-sustainability-policy.pdf (solihull.ac.uk)
Carbon reporting streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting.pdf (solihull.ac.uk)
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